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SU4ARY 
Solutions of impact of a rigid prismatic float comiecte. by. 
a massless spring to a rigid upper mass are presented. The 
solutions are based on hydrodynamic theory which has been experi-
mentally confirmed 'for a rigid structure. 
Equations are given for defining the spring constant and. 
the ratio of the sprun g mass to the lower mass so that the two'-
mass system provides representatIon of the fundamental mode of 
an airplane wing. The forces calculated are more accurate than, 
the forces which would be predicted fOr a rigid airfree since 
the effect of the fundamental mode on the hydrodynamic force is. 
taken into account. The response of the twomass Bystem gives 
the response of the represented mode and, although no provision 
is made for taking into account the effect of' secondary modes on 
the hydrodynaznic force, means are indicated whereby the results 
may be used to approximate the response of modes other 'than the 
fundamental mode. 
Time historIes of the hydrodynamic force and structural. 
response are i.iven for wide ranges of mass distribution end ratio 
of natural period to the period of the impact. By use of non-
dimensional coefficients these results are made applicable to 
different combinations of velocity, weight., angle of dead rise, 
and fluid density. Although the equations permit solutions for 
different combinations of flight-path angle and trim, an approxima-
tion is given for correcting'the results for the combination for 
which solutions are given to other conditions within a narrow 
range Indicated to, beofprimary interest to the desii engineer. 
In a comparison of the theoretical data with data fo' a 
severe flIght-test landing impact., the effect of the fundamental 
mode on the hyd.rodynamlc force is considered and. response data 
are compared with experimental data. Consideration of the
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fundamental mode alone fails to account for the fact that during the 
impact partial failure of the inboard-engine mounts occurred but 
use of the theoretical solutions to approximate the effects of 
further wing torsion leads to substantial agreement. 
fliTRODUCTION 
In recent years the development of large airplanes has caused 
the elastic behavior of airframe structures during landing impact 
to become important. The work which has been done on this problem 
has been handicapped by lack of proper imowledge of the time 
history of applied ground reaction. This situation has been 
particularly acute for seaplanes because of difficulties in 
measuring the hydrodynamic force, the. seaway, and the manner of 
contact with the seaway. 
In order to facilitate the interpretation of flight data and 
to lead to the predIction of d.esii loads on a rational basis, a 
theoretical hydroclynamic study was made and. tests of a rigid float 
were conducted at the Langley impact basth. Since the results of 
these tests agree with the theoretical results for wide ranges of 
the pertinent variables in numerous force time histories (refer-
ence 1), it is assumed that the theory. may also be used. In con-
sidering the effect of the upper-structure elasticity of a seaplane 
on the motion and force characteristics of the hull proper, which 
is assumed to be rigid. 	 . 
The bending of wings during impact, which for modern flying 
boats is the primary structural action, is considered In the 
present paper by reducing the fundamental mode to an quIvalent 
two-mass system. The results are presented. in a form suitd to 
general application and are compared: with experimental results 
for a particular case. The equations showing the method. of 
solution are included. in appendix A and a sample data sheet is 
given as table I.
	 .
SYMBOLS 
t	 time required for one-fourth cycle of natural vibration 
ti . time between initial contact and maximum hydrodynamlc 
force for rigid structure
	 ..	 - 
t	 time elapsed after initial contact
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mL lower, or hull, mass of two-mass system 
sprung mass of two-mass system 
m	 gross mass (W/g or m + 
W	 gross.weight 
g	 acceleration of gravIty 
K	 spring constant of' spring connecting ms and. mi, force 
per unit deflection 
n1
 acceleration normal to water 8urface of nodal point of 
elastic .sy.teni, inv..ltiples of acceleration of gravity; 
for two-mass system, acceleration Of center of gravity 
n0
 oscillatory acceleration of huU about center of gravity 
of tro-mass syètom or nodal point of represented. mode, 
multiples of the acceleration of gravity 
V	 resultant velocity at instant Of contact with water surface 
p	 mass density of fluid 
7	 angle of trim; angle of hull keel with respect to plane of 
water surface1 
y	 flight-path angle; angle between flight path and plane of 
water surface 
13	 angle of dead rise 
C	 nondimensional time coefficient tV)h/'3 
C	 noMimensional load-factor coefficient (n ()l/3) 2	 .	 .	 p 
Cd nondimenelonal draft. coefficient (.. 
draft at instant of aximii acceleration 
f	 natural bending frequency 
Where units ar riot given, any consistent system of units may be 
uaed..	 .	 . .	 .	 ..	 .	 .
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THEOPY
Hydrodynamic 
The hydrod.ynamic theory used. in the present paper is the same 
as that developed. in references 1 and. 2. A basic differential 
equation which gives the Instantaneous force In terms of the 
Instantaneous position amiinotion of the float. Is given in refer-
ence 2. ThIs equation in the present paper is used. to determine 
the effect of airframe elasticity In altering the motion and force 
time history (appendix A). The solution Is based, on the asatmiption 
that the float does not change trim during impact. In this connec-
tion the pitching moment may be large, but the time of the 
impact Is shorb enough to' warrant (at the present stage) neglect 
of the reeuJ.tlng angular velocities and..displácements. 
The solution presented herein is for a prismatic float with 
such .bean loading that the chines do not imnerse during Impact. 
For waves that give the severe design condition of full-length 
impact, conventional beam loadings are emil enough to cause the' 
maximimi force to .occir at drafts sufficiently small to make the 
effects 'of finite width and. chine flare secondary. Beference 1 
indicates that for a conventional float neglect of the 'pulled-up 
bow Is Justified when the trim is 3 or greater. Although for 
high-trim landingeinitial contact by the afterbody may sub-
stantially change the trim before the main forebod.y impaci the 
neglect of afterbod.y loads I justified. because, during themaln 
impact the ehieidng of 'the aftërbody by'the forebod.y due tO 
depth of the step and to keel angle' Is such as to minimize the 
Importance of aftorbody loads.	 ' 
Structural 
A simplified representation of primary elasticity of an 
airframe is shown In fIgure 1. A rigid lower mass i
	 Is considered. 
to be connected by a mss1ess spring to a rigid upper mass ms. 
In detezminlng the fundamental bending of airplane winge part of 
the wing mass must bo'Includ.ecl. in mj
 and part of,the wing lift 
should be applied to n. 'In the present paper the gravity force 
on each mass Is acstmiéd t be balanced. by wing lift. 
The problem of, determining the properties of the two-mass 
system so that it is representative of the primary elastic action 
of the airplane 15 rather simple if It Is assumed that during 
the Impact the structure deflects with the shape of Its fundamental 
mode of vibration.' The requirements are:'
5 
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(1) The total mass of the simplified, system must equal the 
total mass of the airplane in order that the proper nodal or 
center-of-gravity accelerations can be obtained. 
(2) The energy of vibration for the senie amplitude of the 
hull and. lower Tha.BB (rolative tO the nodal point) must e the same. 
for the two-mass system as for the considered mode 'of the air-
plane structure.	 .	 .	 . 
(3) The natural frequency of ' the two-mass system must be the 
same as thefreq'uency of the considered. mode of airplane vibration. 
Equations which, permit deterinatiói 'of 'the masses ai
	 rix!g'" 
constant of the simplified system so that it meets these require-
inents are given in appendix B.' These equations and th& foregoing 
requirements are applicable for both land.planes and. seaplanes.' 
In the present paper the represented. structural mode is considered 
to be'd.evoid. of vibration prior to thelinstant of impact. Thus, 
the computations may represent either a. first impact or ' a' subsequent 
impact resulting from a bounce sufficiently high to cause aero-
d.ynoniic and. structural damping to stop the vibration during the 
time the seaplane Is in the air. The present paper does not give 
a representation of successive Impacts, such as might occur in 
seaway, which lead to accumulative or resonant effects. Available 
flight data Indicate, that a single heavy impact, such as, that 
considered herein, is the primary cause; of structural failures. 
The response of the two-niass system is obtained in connection 
with.the calculation of the'time history of.the hyd.ro&ymamic 
•force, and from this result the complete.response of the repre-
sented mode can be' obtained by the simple procedure given in 
appendix B and demonstrated. in the section entitled eCOMPARISON 
WITH EXPERIME1T,," The response of other modes to the force' , ,
	 ' 
computed on the basis of the fundamental mode can be separately 
determined and superposed (reference 3). In order to minimize 
the .complexity of the solution, however, the present investigation 
does not provide for taking Into account the effect 'of the -other 
modes on the hydrodynamic force. Although the other modes may" 
have a substantial effect on the local loads In '
 the structure, 
the effect' of these modes onthe hydrodynamic force is considered. 
to be secondary as compared 'with the effect of the fundamental 
mode.
If a large iumiber of sOlutions for the two-mass system have 
been made ,in order. to determine the effect of the' fundamental' 
mode of different wings on the hydrodynamic force, the response 
of modes other than the fundamental can be approximated from. 
the use of a solution for a mass ratio and. ratio of the time
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period of the impact force to the natural period of the two-mass 
system representative of the considered mode. An example of such 
use to approximate the effects of wing torsion is given in the 
present investigation in a comparison of results of computations 
with experimental results. 
If the response of more then one mode is considered, the 
structural and aerodynamic damping, which are, not cnsidered. in 
the present paper, are important factors in determining the extent 
to which the maximum response of the different modes should be 
superposed without regard to phase relationship. It is expected 
that the effect of the damping 1U bö most important for the 
highe modes and. that a result leading, to conservative d.esii will 
be obtained if damping is not considered and the maxixnimis of the 
first two" or 'hree modes' are superpos;ed without regard to phase 
relationship.	 .	 ,	 :	 . 
BESDLTS 
Solutions of the equations in appendix A were made for wide 
ranges of the pertinent variables Time histories of. the calculated 
nodal acceleration, or hydroc1rnamio force in terms of the weight, 
are given in figures 2, 3, 1!., and. 5 for ratios of the sprung mass 
to the lower mass equalto 0.25, 0.60, l.OQ,.and 1.36, respectively. 
Each figure is three-dimensional;' the third diriiension is 
which is a, ratio of the period of natural vIbration to the' speed of 
the imact. 'In representing the period of natural vibration., t 
is taken as the time required for one-fourth of a cycle. The speed 
of the impact is represented by making 't equal to the tIme between 
inItia1 contact' and. maximimi' acceleration for a rigid structure. If 
the time to reach maximum force for the elastic structure' should be, 
used. in defining t 1, discontinuities In the time to reach maximum 
force would. cause discontinuities in the time-ratio scales of the 
plots. (See fIgs. 2 to 5.)
	
, ' 
An expression for t1 may be obtained from the relatiOn' 
t2	 n 'aM eauation (A 1i) In appendix A • The equation for 
is as follows:
ti = Ct	 (Wi/3	 (i) 
v
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where
time coeffIcient at instant of maxImim acceleration for 
nax	 rigid body (0.678 for	 = 22.5°, y = 14°, arid. T
	
30) 
The exreasions for t1
 and. t1
 may be used to determine 
that
t	 tv (mSmL)1/2 p1/3	 /6	 (2) 
The oscillatory accela*ion Is given in figures 6 to 9. 
These fIgures are the same 8s the 'figures giving the nodal 
acceleration (:t'Igs. 2 to 5) ezcept that the acceleration 1otted. 
is the difference between the hiiU acceleration and. the nodal 
acceleration. The tIme hitory f he hull accele'ation can be 
obtained by simmuin -the-. tw )ot	 particu].ar mass ratio. 
On the basis of the assmptIo that dtring impact the airframe 
structure deflects In a particiar møde, a time history of the 
acceleration of any point In the structur is obtained from the 
results for the equivalent two-inas system by the fo11owin 
procedure: 
(i) From the deflection •
 curve of the represented mode obtain 
the ratio of the deflection of. the point of interest to the. 
deflectiorp of the hull.. Both deflectj.ons are taken relative to 
the nodalpIrit.'	 ,	 . .	 .	
. 
(2) !{ultiply this ratio by the oscillatory acceleration 
given either by figure 6, 7, 8, or 9 or by Interpolation between 
theee figures- for the 'mass ratio of the equivalent two-mass system. 
(3) Add result to the nodal ecélèratIGn ' givn by fIgures 2 
to5.	 . 
Time histories of the acceleration given in figurea 2 to 9 
are on a nndImensIonal basis. The, nondimensional coefficIexit, 
which contain velocity, weight, fluid density, and. acceleration 
of gravity, were used in reference 1 in a comparison of theoretical 
data with impac.t data for a float having an angle of dead rise 
1° 
of 22. 
Application to other angles of.d.ead. i'lse.- The function of 
the angle of dead. rise Tn also be included In the nondimensional
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coefficients, but in the present investigation this function s. 
isolated and treated as a facthr for correcting the resulte 
presented for angle of dead. rise of 22 •to other dead-rise ang].es. 
The pertinent relationships between results for different angles 
of dead- rise may be expressed as f'ollova: 
r 
tl	 •	 I	 ..-	 (3)
L() f(A)J 
t() f(A)3 1 '3 	 (1i) 
where 
r() function representing variation of virtual mass for two-
dimensional flow with angle of dead. rise 
f(A) aspect-ratio factor including effect of angle of dead. rise on 
aspect ratio; ratio of virtual mass for three-dimensional 
flow to virtual iiass for two-dimensional flow 
flp
	
	
acceleration at any point, either oscillatory, nodal, or 
total 
The shape of the force and. acceleration curves for a given 
- value -of t/t 1 is independent of angle of dead. rise, but the 
effect of angle of dead. rise on t 1 , as given by relation (3), 
	
• does enter into the determination of the value of 	 /tj for a
particu].ar solution. After the value of tn/ti for a particular 
solution has been determined., the acceleration and. time values 
for az angle of dead. rise of 22 ° are proportioned by. means of 
• relations (3) and ( Ii. ) to the corresponding values for the angle 
of dead. rise used. in determining tn/ti in- ord.or to obtain the 
proper acceleration history. 
ltbduh adequate impaot data have not been available for 
checking the theoretical equations for angléaof dead. riee other 
than 22 , the theory is equally applicable to planing floats. 
Study of planing data has ahown that the functions of angles of 
dead. rise used in equations heroin are approximately correct for 
angles of dead rise ranging from 150 to 300 . The functions are: 
-	 •	
f(3) =	 -	 .	 (5)
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f(A)= 1 __tan T	 (6)
2tan 
Until improved, functions of angles of dead. rise are obtained, 
functions (5) and (6) should be substituted in equations (1) 
and. (2) arid in relation .( 14) to correct for angles of dead. rise 
within the range from l5 to 300. Rough approximation, can be 
obtained by use of functions (5) and. (6) for angles of dead rise 
greater than 30° but not for angles of dead. rise much lee C then 15°. 
In reference 2 there is a discussion of the inadequacy of f(A) 
for aspect ratios which normally occur for aniall dead-rise angles. 
For very large angles of dead rise end. moderate velobity. the 
static forces, which are not considered. in the present investiga-
tion, become of' greater importance. 	 . ,	 . . . 
, roximate corrcctlon..to other flight paths and trims.-
The flight-path and. trim conditions of primary interest to: the 
deeier tend. to 1e Independent of the. variables in' seaplane. 
design and constitute a limited'range within which approximate 
correction of results to different angles of flight path'and 
trims 'óan be made without neceèsity for repeated. tims-history 
solutions. For'any particular combination'of horizontal speed., 
rate of descent, and trim, the most severe impact load, for most 
of the.'etructure occurs when the seaway is such that the keel 
contacts a wave slope approximately parallel to it. 'The' effective 
angle of' flight path and trIm for such en impact are defined' ' 
relative to the incined, wave slope; therefore, the trim which 
gives macimum force.is zero. The largest flight-path angle, 
relative to the keel and. to the ritical wave elope, Is also' 
associated, with the most seve±'e force. The value of'the iargest.', 
flight-path angle is not so definite as the critical trim but 
tends to be independent of, variations in size and. wing loading. 
The velocIty of the wave ahould be coneidered In determining 
the contact speed and f1ightpath 'añgle. '' . 
The equations and. method. o'f' solution given in appendix A' 
permit' solution for different flight-path angles and trims; 
however, approximate 'correction of the 'esults in figures 2 to 9 
to other positIe contact angles can be made by'asstn.Ing that 
the proportionate effect of the structural elasticity on the 
hydrodynamic force 'Is solely depezidènt on the ratio t/t1. 
Curves given in reference' 1, show values of C.
	 for different 
-	
,,' a 
flight-path angles and. trims, which may be subst'i;tuted. in 
equation' (2) to obtain the value of ,. tn/ti . for 'different contact 
angles. In making t1ie approximate correction, the:. solution 
presented herein for the' obtaiiedvaluo of the ratio tn/t i
 should.,
10
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be uaed. to approximate the shape of he curve giving the desired 
timehistoi'y. The load, or acce1eration"ca1e should be corrected 
to the different contact angles by multiplying the present result 
by the ratio, determined from curves given in both referenceB 1 
and 2 of the load-factor coefficient for the different contact 
condition to the load-factorcoefficient for the conditions of 3 
trim and lZi.° flight-path angle considered. herein. Correction of 
the time' scale involves a similar. proçedurö in which the time 
coefficient is used rather than the load-factor coefficient.' 
• Since the force curves for a rigid body are approximately the 
same shape for different angles of flight path end trims (reference 1), 
the approximate mothod. of correcting to different enjles of flight 
path and. trims would b aJinost correct if the structural elasticity 
did. not affect the hydrodnamic-force curve. The percentage change 
in the force on the float due to elasticity is a function of the 
percentage change in draft caused by the elastic compression for a 
given center-of-gravity position. An indicatIon of the validity' of 
the approximate Oorrectlon is obtained by studying the extent to which 
the ratio of the spring deflection to t1e draft is constant for impacts 
of the same values of t/t 1
 at different 'angles of flight path end 
trims • 'From the 'express 10fl3 for tn/t1, C j , Cd,, and C. with the• 
spring deflection assumed to be proportional to the hdrodynamic fiorco, 
this ratio may be represented by the expression. CjCt/Cd, in which: 
all values are for the instant of maximum acceleration,. The variation 
of this expression with flight path for an impact of a rigid float 
at 3 and. 12° trim is gIven in figure 10.. Values of C 1
 ' and. Cj 
used in obtaining this figure ire' given in reference 1; values of Cd, 
were .obtained in conjunction with the data of reference 1 but have 
not been published.. 
In the' preent paper the numerical values of ' C .1 C. 2/Cd, have no 
significance and they are 'of interest only bocaue of the 'extent to 
which they are constant • Figure. 10 indicates that for large flight-
path angles and small trims the ratio is ap'proximately cons tànt. 
The deviation from .a constant value 'of this ratio is due to 'planing 
forces which exist. in an oblique impact and become more. important for. 
low flight-path angles and high trims. The conditions of large flight-
path angle aM smAll trim previotis1y djud.ged to be of primary interest 
to the da'sier constitute the ranges in which the deflectici ratio is 
fairly constant. and the approximate method of correction should give 
a fair degree of accuracy. 'The present solutions are considered, to 
be for conditions suited to correction of the results to other conditions 
of greatest practical interest; they represent a moderately severe 
combination of flight-path angle, wave slope, and, trim chosen to 
facilitate correlation of the theory with an impact which resulted in 
substantial damage to a we1J.-Instruanted. flying boat during flight 
tests.
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The equations presented. herein are not valid for zero trim; 
an asstiption that the float is prismatic gives solutions of 
Infinite wetted length aM infinite force for zero trim. Solution 
for 30 trim aM a prismatic float Is much simpler than a correct 
solution for 00 trim because necessity for consideration of 
bow shape is elind.nated. The solution for 30 trim may be taken 
as en approximaticn of the critical design load, or, as Illustrated 
in the following section in a comparison, of theory with experiment, 
as an empirical factor, which includes' bow effects, may be used to 
convert values of acceleration and time for 30 trim to values for 
0 trim.
C0MPIS0N iITh E)R3TT 
Impact-basic data have not boii obtained for suitable models, 
and. moat flight landing data have been inadequate for the present 
study. The only data which appeared suitable for this. comparison 
are those which were obtained with 'a four-engine flying boat, th 
data f or which have not. been published. Data were obtained for a 
large ntmber of test lendings, but only one of the impacts is 
very well suited. to the present analysis. This impact gave loads: 
sufficiently high tocause large :effects of elasticity of the 
wings; The Impact occ'urred against the flank of a sizable wave 
( Ii.
 ft) and thus facilitated the use of rostlta based on a planar 
water surface. The present comparison of theory with experiment 
will be restricted to this impact cince other impaet Involved 
more complex cOntact with seaway and; gave less force. 
The horizontal spee, rate of descent, and. trim were recorded. 
A 'large ntber of pressure instnuñents distributed in the hull 
permitted determination. of the water surface relative to the hull. 
Data recorded. by these instri'menta indicated that the wave slope in 
contact with the hull was approximately planar, that the trim 
relative to the wave slope was 0, that the resultant velocity, 
considering the speed. of the wave, was 85 feet per second, and. that 
the flight-path angle relative to the wave slope was 114.°. 
Strctura1 data available for the test flying boat are not 
adequate for the present analysis. Since this flying boat has the 
same nnber of engines and approximately the same gross weight and 
horsepower as a leridplane for which a large amount of strutura1 
data 'is avaIlable, assunptlon.Is made that the flying-boat wing has 
the same mode ehae and. mass distribution as the wing of this land-
plane. Use in equation (B6) in appendix B of data for the landplaxie 
given. in reference 3 leads to the following mass ratio of the two-
mass system representing the fundamental mode:
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Based on. study of the accelerations at several points In the test 
flying, boat during periods of relativaly free vibration In which the 
fundamental wing bending mode appeared to be predominant, a natural 
frequency of i.6 cycles per second was selected for use In the 
preent example. The fundamental mode frequency of the wIne of the 
1andplano.ia 3. cycles per second. (See reference 3 . ) - 
Since the mass ratio is equal to 0.25, figures 2 and 6 are 
used. to approximate the actIon of the fundamental mode . Further, 
substitution of values for conditions for this impact i equation (2) 
results in use of the specific time hIetry given for i.= 1.2. 
t1' 
Substitution of the contact conditiOns in the load and time coef-
ficlonts fixes the load and time scales in' an absolute sense. 
Correction from 3 trim, to 00 trIm may be made by assuming that 
the shape of the time hIstory is approximately the same fo both 
conditions.	 npirIcä]. correction of the curves from 30 trim to 00 
trim may be seen from reference 2 to require a 10-percent reduction 
In the acceleration. An analysis of data obtained at the 
Langley impact basin, for impact at 00 trim indicates that correc-
tion of the time scale from 30 trim to 00 trim requires a 10-percent 
reduction in the time values. 
drodynamIc_force.- The nodal-point acceleration Ilj, obtained 
by the proced.ure discussed. herein, represents the hydodynamIe force, 
in multiple.s of the weight, applied to the flyIng boat. Since the 
experimental data do nOt prvide measurement of the hydrodynamic 
force aa such, direct comparison of the theoretical force-curve 
results with experimental results is not permitted. Instead, a 
coiiparison of the theoretical response of the sti'ücture with the 
experimental response is necessary, aM, if the agreement is 
adequate, tmay be concluded 'that both the hydrcd.ynamic and. the 
structural actions are adequately represented. 	 0	 - 
Before a study of the. response of the structure Is made, the 
theoretical effect of the response on the hydrodynamic force should. 
be,•observed. This observation Is made by comparing' the force curve 
obtaine'for a mass ratio of 0.25 with the force curve for a rigid 
structure'. Both curves are'lncluded. in figure 11. The curve for /	 ' 
the case of a rigid structure ( —s- 0 ,) was obtained frpm reference 1 
for 30 trIm and corrected to te' conditions'of ' the present example 
as previouàly indicated. Comparison.cf
 the curves for mass ratios 
of 0 aM 0 .25 shows that in the presen;t example the , theoretical 
effect of the structural elasticity on the
	 Imim hyd.rodynamic 
force is to reã.uco it 15 percent. For the hypothetical condition 
of a concentrated wing mass located at a point in each semispan 
of 'a niassless wing structure, the conditions of the present
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example would. give theoretical reduction ix. the maximum hydrodrnamic 
force due to structural elasticity of .li.14 percent. This result is 
indicated by comparison of the •
 maxLmum of the curve in figure 11 for 
a mass ratio of 1.36 with the maximum of the curve for mass ratio 
ofO.	 - 
The curves in figure 11 show only reduction of the hydro-
dynamic force because of structural elasticity. It should. not 
be concluded, however ;
 that the effect is always in this direction. 
Figures 2 to 6 ehow that in some cases the hydrodynamic force is 
increased; the maximum increase which was calculated was of the 
order of 32 percent. 
Hull acceleration.- By combining the results for the two-mass 
case with approximation of the. pitching actibn on the basis of a 
rigid structure, the following og,uation may be obtained: for the 
hull acceleration at different longitudinal stations: 
= n1f + n0	 (7) 
there 
Xlh	 hull acceleration 
f = 3. +
k2 
a	 distance from station to center of gravity 
k	 radius of yration (3.2 ft in present example) 
1	 distance from resultant hydrodynamic force to center of gravity 
The forebo&y length of the flying boat is 31.75 feet. Because 
of bow effects, a length of 25 feet is assumed to have a rectangular 
loading for this zero-trim impact and. the resultant force is. 
located 12.5 feet forward of the step which leads to a value of 
i equal to 8 feet. Use of the foregoing procedure .to calculate 
time histories of the acceleration for two stations in the hull 
at which accelerometers were located. gives the curves in figure 12. 
The maximum accelerations recorded at these stations are also shown; 
agreement 4th the computed maximum acceleration is good. The 
full experiments), time history is not included because the film 
speed was not great enough, to permit accurate determination of the 
shape of the time history.. IThis.factor, together with some 
uncertainty in defining the exact instant of contact, prevents exact 
check of the time to reach maximum acceleration; thus, the experi-
mental points in figure 12 nre located at the theoretical time of 
maximum acceleration.
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Although the agreement of calculation with experiment in 
figure 12 is good, this agreement can be Interpreted as confirmation 
of the elastic action of the structure. only to the extent that 
disagreement :of hull accelerations computed on the basis of a rigid 
structure can be shown. Values of maximum accelerations computed. 
for a rigid structure are Included in figure 12.. The disagreement 
with experiment Is greater than for computations in which the 
elastiôity of the structure i cOnsidered. The difference is small, 
however, because the effect of elasticity in IncreasI the hull 
acceleration for a given force Is largely offset by the effect of 
elasticity In reducing the hydrodynamIc force. Since the protab1e 
accuracy of available data must be considered., exparmniental proof of 
the . theoretIcal effect of the. elasticity on the hun acceleration 
caxinot be claimed. $uport for a cOnclusIon In' this respect, however, 
can be obtained by comparing the theoretical response of the wing 
with the experimental response. If the wing resDonds as assumed, 
the basic equations require that the hydrodnsmic force and hull 
accelerations be as calculated.. 
Elastic axis.- Use of the nodal and. oscillatory accelerations 
of the representative two-mass system to predict accelerations along 
the elastic axis of the wing requires consideration of the fact that 
the elastic axis of the wing is not at the center of gavity of the 
flying boat. An approximate correction may be obtained by multiplying 
the results for the two-mass case by the factor f which is used in 
eqtation (7) . This correction is not entirely consistent with that 
given by equation (7), but each approximation Is considered more 
accurate for its particular case. An Improvement to the present 
correction which would change the results 2 to 3 percent:mlght be made, 
but the complication is not considered to be warranted. 
•	 In the present example the value of I Is o.86. Application 
of this factor, of equation .(B7). of appendix B, and.• of pertinent 
structural data given in reference 3 gives the curves, in figure 13 
in representation of the acceleration time hIstories of the elastic. 
axis of the wing for the hull, inboard-engine, nodal, outboard-engine, 
and. tip stations.	
.	 ,•, 
Wing torsion.- The torsion of. the wing during. impáct'may have 
substantial effect on the acceleration of engine , arid riapelle.. 
'masses forward of the wing. Use of the procedure which dave he 
accelratIon 'time histories in figure 13. to calculate the accelera-
tion at the engine gives a maximn acceleration, of 3g at the 
Inboard, engines a±id a maximum' acceleration' of . 5 .6g . at the 
outboard engines. The relative magnitude of these values is in 
strong 'disagreement' with the fact that during, this impact partial
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failure of the Inboard-engine mounts occurred, but.' the outboard-
engine mounts were not damaged. .	 - 
Since the structural data used' in the preceding computation 
are for the actual fundamental, mode, their use in impact calcula-
tions involves assumption that the coupling between the torsion, 
and bending corresponds to the coupling which exists In natural 
vibration. Actually, the torsional 'deflectione In impact are 
determined not merely by the bending deflections. but also by the 
large nodal acceleration, which does not exist in natural 
vibration.. 
In the 'present example the results which' have been calculated 
for Impact' of a two-mass elastic system will be used to predict the 
response of the engines. The procedure for doing this is to select 
the proper solution and then to adjust the' acceleration and time 
scales of the two-mass solution so that the maximum acceleration of 
the nodal point corresponds to the maximum acceleration of the elastic 
axis at the' engine station. The acceleratl on' of the upper mass of 
the, two-mass system then represents the response of, the 'engines; 
however, because of the eccentriá'Ity' of the Impact, an increment 
must be added.	 '	 . 
Data obtained from Guggenheim Aeronautical Laboratory, California 
Institute of Technology include the torsional deflection of a station 
inboard of the. outboard engine' for a ,
 given moment applied at the wing 
tip. For a flying boat the absence of cut-out for the landing gear 
tends to give a stiffer wing; therefore, In the present example, 
deflection measured on the wing of the landplane slightly inboard of 
the outboard engine is considered applicable to the 'outboard-engine 
station. Relative, deflections between the inboard and outboard 
engines are estimated as follows: 
(1) Torsional deflection at inner engine egual to 1 unIt. due 
to each engine, or 2 units total 
(2) Torsional deflection between inboard and outboard engines 
equal to 2 units because of greater '
 distance of'flexure, boOsted 
to 3 units because of increased flexibility of structure 
On the basis of data from California Institute of Technology 
the average of the static' moments of the inboard and.outboard engines 
is taken as 22,000'foot-pounds. ' After determination of the-torsional 
deflection at the outboard engine for this average moment applied at 
the wing tip, multiplication by the ratio 1/2 gives a value, for, the 
static deflection of the inboard engine and multiplication by the 
ratio 5/4 gives a value for the statiO'defiection of the outboard 
engine.	 , '	 ' -
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An approximation to the calculation of the response of the 
engines, to the total acceleration of the elastic axis is to. 
neglect dynamic Interaction between the engines and. treat each 
engine as a single-mass oscillator having a natural , frequency 
determined by its static deflection • Such a procedure gives 
values of 7.6 cycles per second for the inboard engine and. 
5.1 cycles per second. for the outboard engine. Use of those 
frequencies to determine t and division of t by ti (t1 
equal in this case to the time to reich ma±innmi acceleration of 
the curves in figure 13 for the station in question) leads to 
valuos of- t/t1 .
 for the inboard, arid outboard engines. The 
next step is to select a mass ratio which for these values of 
t/t1
 has a shape of the nodal acceleration time history, 
which approximates the shape of the acceleration time history 
for the elastic axis at the station In question. In the present 
example the mass ratio of' 0.25 is used.._ Scale factors for both 
the load 'and. time scales are determined' so that the maximum. 
nodal acceleration for the two-mass solutionvill a gree with the 
maximum acceleration arid time to reach maximum acceleration of 
the elastic axis at the station in question. After these factors 
are applied to both the nodal and oscillatory curee for the 
solected mass ratio and. time-period. ratio, use of the results 
and. equations (B7), (B5), and (B2) in appendix B to calculate the 
acceleration of the sprung mass of the two-mass system gives 
accelerations of the engines. Approximation and. superposition 
of the pitching action on the basis of a rigid. structure leads to 
the solid-line curves given in figux'o1!i.
 for the accelerations of 
the engines.	 '	 '	 '	 ' 
Also included in figure lii, is the desigu ultimate acceleration 
for the engine mounts. Comparison of the calculated engine 
accelerations with this. value shows agreement of the calculation 
with the fact that partial failure of the Inboard-engine mounts 
occurred but the outboard-engine mounts were not damaged. 
During the impact an accelerometer was located. at' the 
outboard-engine station intermediate between the elastic axis 
and. the engine. A calculated tine history of the acceleration 
at the accelerometer location is given in figure iii. ; this time 
history Is based on ,
 linear interpolation between the computed.' 
accelerations at the engine and. the elastic axis at this station 
in .accord.ance with the proportionate distances involved. The 
figure alao includes the recorded maximum acceleration at this 
point. and. shows good. agreement of the computed. acce1eration 
therewith.	 ' 
Acceleration time histories for the engines, computed. on the' 
basis of a rigid structure, are included, in figure 1k. The maximum
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accelerations computed on this basis do not grèe with the 
structural failures which occurred. Furthermore, the fact that 
the curves computed on the basis of a rigid structure reaóh a 
maximum at the same instant of time is in strong disagreement 
with expriment, which in this respect is in approximate agree-
mentwith.the comptations for an elastic structure. 
Difference between the ratio t/t1 for the inboai-engine 
and. outbord-engine stations ii primarily responsible for 
difference in the calcu1aed response of the engines. Most of 
the difference in .thi ratio for the two stations is. not due to 
difference in the sprtmg-engine frequency but is due to the 
greatly d.ifferont time to reach maximum acceleration t of 
the elastic axis. Agreement with experiment of the response 
alcuiated at these stations provIdes indirect confirmation of 
the acceleratiór time hIstories predicted for the eletIc axis 
at these locations by the normal-mode method. 
For the impact,. experimental data are not available for 
checking the tip acceleration, which is predicted on the basis 
of the norrnal-mod.e method, but the initIal downward acceleration 
and the 12g. maximum aceleratIon s1owi in figure 13 for this' 
station are in general agreement with restate recorded in severe 
impacts of other airplanes.. Agreement of the computed.hull 
acceleration with experiment has already been shown; in an 
indirect manner all the curves In fIgure 13 exhibIt satisfactory. 
agreement with avaIlable experimental data. Although the response 
of the engines ie different from the response assumed In 
calculating these curves, tt appears that in. practical use sthe 
two-mass solutions given herein can be Interpreted. on the basis 
of the normal-mode method to obtain both the'reeponee of the 
elastic axis and. the hydrodynamic force. Further,
	 appears 
that in practical problems modification of these. two results Is 
not required when accelerations of the engine dlfferentfrom th 
accelerations predicted. by the normal-mode method are d.eterai.ned; 
the merit of this statement should be independent of whether such 
modification is made by the method us?d. herein orbyanothernièthod. 
In the forogoing comparison agreement of calculation with 
experiment is obtained without consideration of the response of 
modes higher than the fiuidmnental mode. If, when more data are 
avaI1able it is shown that the response of the highor modes can 
be determined by treatment parallel to that given the fundamental 
mode, the two-mass solution given, herein can be used to predict 
their response by selecting a solutiOn, for a mass ratio and 
natural frequency representative of the higher mode, which has a 
nodal acceleration curve of approximately the same shape as the 
hydrodynamic-force curve.
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CONCLUSIONS	 ' 
Theoretical solutionof hdro 	 mic..mpact. fahu1-l.*ss 
connected. .by . a spring. toan upper.massthe,results.of,oalciatione 
foride,rangee of mass ratio. andnaturl' frequency,' th4.,th;use 
of these results in a compar1son. of theoretical data .,wtttèát 
data for a flight-test landing impact indicated. that 
1. In flying-boat impact the effect of he struètralre'sponse 
on the .hydrodynsnilc focemig1it be suhtanti&l, ,the shape of the 
force time history might be considerab1y changed,. and the.maximt 
.hy4roclynamic force might be eitIer reduced or increaoed. ,. 
2 The greatest' reduction In hydrod.ynamic force occurred 
for the condition, of' 'large mass ratio arid. low value Of ,eprin.'. 
constant.	 . .	 •..	 '	 .•.	 ........... 0 
3. The normal-mode method was a practical means for determining 
the. equivalent two-mass. system's4iich .represened. tho major elastic 
action of the airframe, for predicting theeffect of thie action. 
of. the .hydrodynamic ,fcrce., and for approximating accelerations: 
along the elastic axle of the wing. .	 .	
.. 
acceleration of..engines cOntainedin nacelle,s fOrward 
of.the wing cOuld not be computed. o the baais'of coupling between 
torsion nd bending as in the fundamental mode,' but simple .ti'eat-
ment pf their response .to the. combined translation and sci1lation 
of the elastic . axis gave agreernexts with experimental accelerations 
• M gave an explanation of partial failure of . the inboard-engine 
mounts during impact. ....... .
	 . .. . ,	 .	 .	 ,	 . 
Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory 
National Advisory Conittee, for Aeronautics
	 . . 
Langley Field, Va , March 17, l917
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APPENDIX A 
MATNATICAL EQUATIONS PD THOD OP SOLUTION 
Equations of Motion 
• The following equations of motion, which were derived from 
equation (30) In reference.2, are for fixed-trim Impacts of a 
rigid prismatic float connected by a niassless spring to a 1gid 
upper nass 
The acceleration of lower mass normal to water surface In 
feet per second per second can be expressed by the equation 
3AYL(YL + K1 os 7 )2 +.	
+	
+	 ). ( 
rt	 i-i;	 t:	 I	 •	 - 
+ 1A cos T J YL3 dt + 3 l2 cbs2 J. [ YL	 dtl	 -. 0	 0	 JJAYL3+mL 
(Al) 
The acceleration of sprung map s normal to vaier surface in 
feet per second per second is expressed by. the equation 
Ys	 1(AYL3 + thLY YL' 3Ay 2(	 + K1 'cos )2
	
.(A2) 
The acceleration of nodal point normal to water surface in 
feet per second per second Is given by the equation 
•	 EJYL,SYS	 . .	 •	
•	 (A3)
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The spring constant in pounds per foot of deflection can be 
expressed by the equation 
-	 IC	
2()f2 I
	
(Al.) 
rrlL+mS 
where
Sifl2T 
K1 XL sin I - YL3 COS T 
A=0.82(L	 1\2(tan.\(.'p 
23	 ) \.	 2 tan	 am 1' COS2T) 
• velocIty, of lower mass normal to water surface, ft/sec 
draft normal. to water surface, ft 
3	 angle of dead rise, radians 
angle 'of trim, deg 
initial velocity normal to water surface, ft/sec 
initial velocity paraliei to water surface, ft/sec 
sprung mss, s1u 
lower mass, slugs 
natural bending frequency, cycles/sec 
mass densiy Of water, slugs/ u ft 
Computing DIrctiona 	 ' 
A sample data sheet is given as table I. In this table the 
• nwnbers in circles refer to rows; the circled nibers under the. 
row headings refer to coinputed. value B to be used. for the cmputa-
• tione. In the first column the.tim Is equal to zero, in the 
second column the time Is At, and In successive columns the time 
is 2 At, 3 At, and so forth. Each row is computed. in sequence for
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any givon coitmin before any.. row is computed for' the next bolim,n; 
except for the first cOlumn. In the first column the assumed 
value of rt is the given value of.
	 . All other values are 
zero except tho values for rows
	 and.	 which in this

case are alao 'h,. Lowér-case .
 p as a subscript on ' a rbw 
number refers to the computed value In the indicated row of the 
proc-ed.ing column.
	
0 
Each row heading indicates the general operation to be 
performed. When the data sheet Is set up numerical values should 
be substituted in the row headings for the expreseions .that are 
constant for a specific case. The constants for the sample 
computation, given in table II, are as follows: 
K. . . . . S • •
	 • S • • S I • • I • • S • • I I • I I 
.	 .	 I	 I	 •	 S	 •	 I	 4	 •	 I	 •	 •	 I	 I	 •	 I	 •	 •	 5	 I	 •	 •	 S	 •	 I	 S	 4 
A. .	 . .	 . S	 I	 •	 I	 I	 •	 •	 I	 I •
	
•	 •	 I	 I	 I	 I •	 S	 I	 I	 I 
	
, 
dog	 . . . . I I I 5 0 5 I • • • S S S I I S S •I I • I S 
i', d.eg	 .	 . .	 . S • S
	 • I • •	 S S • I I
	 •. S I I •	 S	 I -. 
ft/sec .	 S I S • • I P I S I	 I S S 5 5 • I I S I .5 
XL0, ft/sec . . . . . .................. 
mr0 	 .	 . . . . . ....................... 
In IJ 	 .............	 ..........
	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . 
fn,cycles/sec	 . ............... 
p, slugs/cu ft
	 . . . . S •. •. ...........• • 
it, sec . . . . . . . . . . ................
1076611. 
11. . 211.317 
133.919 
22.5 
3 
20.6673 
82.1585 
715.217 
525.776 
3 
1.938 
0.005 
For most solutions a time Increment t of 0.005 second is 
satisfactory. (The value of t may be varied by considering the 
time for a given mass to reach a maximum acceleration.) 
The number of sIiificant figures to be used should be chosen 
on the basis of the computing equipment available end the accuracy 
desired. Comparison of,a solution computed rIth four siiifIcant 
figures with results which had been obtained with six sIificant 
figures gave a difference of about 1 percent in the maximum 
acceleration. 
the computations proceed, the lover-iss acceleration 
(rowe), the eprung-masacceleratjon (rowJj), and the nodal-
point acceleration (rowGJ), all in g units, should be plotted 
against time (row
	 in seconds. Each time a column Is comp1ete 
the new points ehould be added to the plot. This plot is the 
only brief method of checking on the accuracy of' the computation 
until sufficient solutions are obtained to permit croas-plóttirig.
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If tho ponta do not lie oz a smooth curve an error ias been mad.e
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PELATIONS BETWEEN TWO-MASS SYSTEM AND REPRESENTED 
STRUCTURAL MODE 
	
The sum of the masses
	
and	 shown in figure 1 must 
equal the 'oss mass of the represented airplane in order to 
obtain the proper nodal acceleration. For the hypothetical limit 
condition in which the wing mass is concentrated at a single 
point in each seniispan, in is the actual hull mass and.
	 is 
the actual wing mass. In order to take into account the more 
complex nature of the structural action for a particular mode 
the determination of the ratio of these masses is necessary so 
that the vibrational enerr of the simplified. and represented 
systems are equal for the seine vibrational amplItudes of 1L and. 
the actual hull or point of force application. 
On the basis of the theory of vibrations, for which equations 
are included In reference 3, the vibration ener 	 E of the two-
mass system Is given by the equation 
E	 i	 2	 1	 2
	
0	
(Bi) 
where 
cPL vibrational amplitude of m1 relative to nodal point of 
system 
vibrational, amplitude of in5 relative to nodal point of 
system	 . 
a> natural frequency 
Sinôe for the two-mass system the node Is at the center of 
gravity
.mLLmSS	 .	 (B2) 
Combin1n equation (Bi), equatlon ' (B2), and the fact that the 
total mass in is equal to the sutnof the masses ins and. mt the
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following equation can be obtathed. for the vibrational energy E 
of the two-mass system:
i12	 (B3) 
()2	 ms	 - 
The vibrational energy of the represented mode is a function 
of the spanwise mass distribution and mode shape. On the basis 
that the semispan of the airplane is divided into j sections or 
stations, the vibrational energy of the mode can bo written as 
follows:
=	 (m1i2 + m2cp2 + m3p32 + . . . + mjcpj2)	 (Bl) 
where 
m1 mass of jth spanwise section; value for seiispan doubled to 
represent the entire span 
deflection of mass at jth spanwise section relative,to 
nodal point (h + mj) 
h	 deflection of elastic axis at jth spenwise deflection relative 
to nodal point 
x
	
	
.chordwise distance from elastic axis to effective mass center
torsional deflection at jth spanwi.se station 
Equality of the vibrational aniplitud.e of the lower mass of 
the simplified system to the, vibrational amplitude of the. hull or 
fuselage of the flying boat or airplane relative to the nod@
	
-
point of the represented mode is expressed by.the:equatlon 
L = cPh
	
(B5)
where
deflection of hull or fuselage of flying boat or airplane 
relative to nodal point of represented mode 
The requirement of equal energy. of 'the simplified and. represented 
systems for the condition expressed. by equation (B5) gives combination
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of equations (B3), (Bli.), and (B5) to.obtain the following equation 
for the mass ratio of the two-mass system:
•	 (B6) 
+ m2 p2
 +	 + •
	
• + ifljPj 
Computation of the natural frequency of wing modes has received 
a great deal of attention in connectiOn with study of wing flutter 
and need. not be treated. herein. Incidental to calculation of the 
natural frequency, a mode shape is attained which, together wfth 
lmowled.ge of the mass. distribution permits use of eaution (B6). 
Incaesin hich the wing has been óonstructed, the mode shape 
and natural frequency iay be determined experimentally. Equatiofl (AI.) 
in appendix A of the present paper permits computation ot' the spring 
constant which for a ivon mass ratio of th simplified system gives 
the required natural frequency. 
After the accelerations of the two masses of the simplified 
system have been computed., equation (A3) of appendix A fixes the 
magnitude of the nodal acceleration. The difference between the 
nodal acceleration and. the hull, fuselage, or float acceleration 
can be taken as a measure of the o8cillatory acceleration. On 
the basis that the structure deflects in the mode used. in dete±'mining 
the equivalent two-mass system, the acceieratiôr. at any point is 
given by the equatior
(B7) 
The foregoing equations, with consideration of rotatory 
inertia and energy, may be applied to the case of a tip float 
attached. to a flexible wing if the stiffness and mass distribution 
are known aM a manner of structural deflection is assumed..
0
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TABLE II.- S82PLE co'urATT0N 
[Conetante ere froi ppentx A]
LI
Ilow heading 2 3 6 7 - 
aec (0.005) 0 0.005 0.010 0.015 0.020 0.025 0.030 0.015 
() 20.6673 20.6673 20.61420 20.5287 20.2688 iç.8290 19a96I. 18.3859 
(1) (@	 x 0.005) + 0 0.103337 0.206579 0.309380 0.1411126 0.511025 0.6081714 0.701700 
() ® 0 0.010679 0.0142675 0.095716
0.169026 0.261111.7 0.369676 0.1,92183 
C) ® 0 0.0011014 o.o08816 0.029613 0.0691491 0.133153 0.221919 0.315505 
(j (4 0 0.0001114 o.001821 0 . 009162 0.028570 o.o681g8 0.136508 0.212111 
() (® + 1.23736)2 (!) x 101.757 0 2661.07 10612.5 23586.9 140782.0
60767.1 81602.9 1012146 
( ® x 33.14798 0 0.003817 0.060967 0.3067142 0.956518 2.28326 14.58030
.ii68B 
() 1210.99	 - (20.6673 x ®)] 0 0 -0.116653 -0.7818214 -2.75252
-7.02152 -114.5095 -26.8740 
+ ®) 0.0025] + 0 0.000003 0.000028 0.0001214 0.000373 0.000879 0.001775 0.003001 
(I) 11314.92>. ® 0 0.0031405 0.031778 0.1140730 0.1422190 0.997595 2.0114148 3.63288 
() [(® + ®) 0.0025] + ( 0 0.000027 0.000160 0.000506 0.001168 0.0022143 0.003821 0.005977 
@) [(©	 6) 9) 0.0025] * 0 0 0 0.000002 0.000006 0.00001.5 0.000030 
(i) 7213
.62 x @) 0 0 0 0.01141427 0.0143282 0.1082014 0.21.61409 0.380525 
() () +
	
+ (i) 0 0.007222 -0.023903 -0.319925 -0.133053 3.632i46 -7.88831 -114.7356 
6J) (150.533 x ()
	 (!) 0 2662.16 10608.9 23538.3 140581.7 60220.6
801415.5 99028.0 
() (133 .919 x (f)) + 525.776 0 525.9214 526.957 529.7142 535.082 5143.6148 555.901 572.9146 
-	 )/() 0 -s.o6i87 -20.1324 -1414.14335 -75.8420 -110.771 -11414.658 -173.112 
(j + 6) 0.0025 0 -0.012655 -0.062986 -0.1611415 -0.300690 -0.1466533 -0.638573 0.7910425 
() ()	 +	 ( 0 -0.012655 0.0756l41 -0.237056 -0.537746 1.001.28 -1.614285
-2.143728 
23.6673 + 20.6673 20.65146 20591.7 20.14302 20.1296 19.6630 19.0245 1.8.2300 
() ® + 20.6673 00.61483 20 . 5602 20.31495 19.9793
19.14297 18.7052 17.8323 
() ()	 + 20.6673 20.61420 00.5287 20.2688 19.8290 19.19614 18.3859 17.14355 
() [-0.001398 (11) -	 ]/2.2 0 0.0000147 -o.000i56 -0.002093 -0.008696 -0.0237140 -0.051552 -0.096297 
() 0 -0.157201 -0.625230 -1.37992 -2.355314 -3)414009
-14.1492148 -5.3761.5 
0 -o66575 00291 ii6 
!
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